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Introduction 
(Received 17 September 1962) 
IT WILL BE SHOWN that a high-dimensional torus Sp x S4 may be combinatorially knotted 
in (p + 2q + l)-space, for p < q, and the isotopy classes of embeddings will be classified, 
for p < q. The interest of these knots is that the dimensions involved are critical for 
knotting combinatorial manifolds. 
DEFINITION [6]. Let Y be a combinatorial manifold, and let I denote the unit intercal. 
An isotopy of Y is a piecewise linear homeomorphism h : I x Y -+ I x Y such that 
(1) h(tx Y)=tx Y,O<t<l; so for each t there is a piecewise linear homeo- 
morphism h, : Y + Y such that h(t, y) = (t, h,y). 
(2) h,, is the identity on Y. 
DEFINITION. If X is another combinatorial manifold, then twopiecewise linear embeddings 
f, g : X i Y are isotopic if there is an isotopy h of Y such that h, f = g. 
DEFINITION. We say X unknots in Y if any two homotopic piecewise linear embeddings 
of X in Y are isotopic, and we say X knots in Y otherwise. 
Zeeman’s unknotting theorem [6] states that if X and Y are as above and have 
dimensions m and n respectively, and if n > m + 3, X is (2m - n + l)-connected and Y 
(2m - n + 2)-connected, then X unknots in Y. In particular, if X is Sp x SQ for some 
p < q, and if Y is a combinatorial n-sphere, then X unknots in Y when n > p + 2q + 2, 
q 2 1. 
Let X be the combinatorial manifold Sp x S4 and let Y be a combinatorial (p + 2q f l)- 
sphere and let I(Xc Y) be the number of isotopy classes of piecewise linear embeddings 
of X in Y, then: 
THEOREM 1. If p 2 1, q > p + 1, then I(X c Y) = 2 if q is odd and is countably 
infinite ifq is even. 
If p = q 2 2, then I(X c Y) is at least 2 if q is odd and is infinite when q is even. 
COROLLARY. X knots in Y when p B 1, q > max(2, p). 
This shows that the condition on X in Zeeman’s unknotting theorem is the best possible. 
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For the sake of completeness a short summary of the cases for small p and q will be 
given at the end of the paper. The corollary will be seen to hold for all p, q. 
Notation 
Throughout this paper all manifolds will be combinatorial and all mappings will be 
piecewise linear. X,,q will be the manifold S’ x Sq and Y,,, will be the (p + 2 q + I)-sphere. 
The suffices will be omitted unless the meaning is not clear. 
Theorem 1 is proved by constructing a map from the set of isotopy classes of em- 
beddings of Xin Y to the integers or the integers modulo 2, which is shown to be onto for 
p < q and one to one when p < q. 
First we require a geometrical construction. 
DEFINITION. Let i be an embedding of X,,, in Y,,, and let M be a subset of S’. A web of 
M rel(i) is an embedding j: M x Bq+‘+ Y such that j[M x I?” = ilM x Sq and 
j(M x &‘l) does not intersect ix. 
LEMMA (1). Let i be an embedding of X in Y and let M be the boundary of a p-ball in SP. 
If p > 1 and q > max(2, p), then there is a web of M rel(i). 
Proof of Lemma (1) for p = 1. First prove that there is a web of a single point a of S’. 
(This is a lemma due to Zeeman). Since q >, 2, i(u x Sq) is unknotted in Y, and so there 
is a (q + 1)-ball B in Y which spans i(a x 9) (i.e. such that i(a x 9) is the boundary of B). 
Now shift B to general position with respect to iX keeping the boundary fixed. Then the 
intersection of B with iX is i(a x Sq) together with a finite number of points in the interior 
of B. These points may be joined by a tree in B meeting B in a single point x, say. These 
points of intersection may also be joined by a tree in iX which meets B in the point x only. 
Since Y is simply connected the inclusion map of the union of these two trees may be 
extended to a map of the cone on the union of these two trees into Y. A shift to general 
position keeping the base of the cone fixed ensures that this map is an embedding which 
does not meet iX again, since q >, 2. Call this embedded cone C. 
Now choose triangulations with respect to which the embeddings and inclusions are 
all simplicial. Let N be the second derived neighbourhood of C (i.e. the closed simplicial 
neighbourhood in the baricentric second derived triangulation). Now C is c,ollapsible and 
so N is a (p + 2q + 1)-ball [5]. Similarly N n iX and N n B are (q + 1)-balls and Nn B 
is a q-ball in the boundary of N n B and embedded in N n iX with its boundary in the 
boundary and its interior in the interior. 
Let V.K denote the cone on K with vertex V. Then there is a homeomorphism 
N n ix, N n iX n B --t V.(N n ix), V. (fi n iX n B). By choosing a particular homeo- 
morphism of N to a (2q + 2)-simplex and then joining to the barycentre, one can find an 
embedding j : V. [fl n (ix u B)] -+ N whose restriction to the base is the inclusion map. 
But V(P? n ix) unknots modulo its boundary in N [6]. So, applying a suitable isotopy of 
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N to j, there is an embedding k : V . [N n (ix u B)] + N whose restriction to the base is 
the inclusion map and such that 
k[Y.(N n ix)] 
and k[V.(l\j n iX n B)] 
Let Bl be the ball 
(B - B n N) u 
Then B, is the image of a web of the point a. 
= NniX 
= N n iX n B. 
k[V.(& n B)]. 
Given a pair of points a and b in S’, a web of the pair of points is just a non-inter- 
secting pair of webs, one of each point. First let j, be a web of the point u. This exists 
from above. Let R be the second derived neighbourhood of jlBq+’ in Y with respect to a 
suitable triangulation (i.e. a triangulation with respect to which the relevant embeddings 
and inclusions are simplicial). Then R is a (2q + 2)-ball and Y-R is a (2q + 2)-ball. So 
i(b x Sq) unknots in Y-R and a web of b may be constructed as above, the construction 
being carried out entirely within Y-R. This gives the required web of the pair of points. 
Proof of Lemma (1) for p > 2, by induction of p. Let i be an embedding of X,,, in YP,4, 
and let M be the given (p - I)-sphere in S p. Let m be some point of M. There is a web 
of m as follows from a proof identical to that for p = 1. Let A be the iinage in Y of this 
web. Let R be a second derived neighbourhood of A (that is to say, the second derived 
neighbourhood of A with respect to a suitable triangulation of Y). Then, as above R and 
Y-R are both (p + 2q + 1)-balls. Furthermore, R n iX is a regular neighbourhood of 
i(nr x Sq) in iX and so there is a homeomorphism f : l? n iX + X,_1,q. This homeo- 
morphism may be chosen so that f[ i(M x Sq) n I?] = M, x Sq for some ball bounding 
(p - 2)-sphere M, in ,S’-‘. But k = Yp_l,q, and so i induces an embedding i, say of 
X,- I,q in Y,- l,q. By the inductive hypothesis, there is a web of M, rel(i,). All that remains 
to be done is to extend this web into the balls R and Y-R. This property of the extend- 
ability of the web I shall state precisely in the form of two lemmas. Let B’ denote a 
combinatorial r-ball for all r. 
LEMMA (2). Git7en an embedding (BP-’ x Bq+‘)* + Bp+2q+’ such that i(BPdl x Bq+‘) 
c gP+2q+1 and i(jP-l x B4+‘) c 8 P+‘q+l then, prol;ided that p > 2, q > p, there is an 
embedding j : BP-’ x Bq+ ’ c Bp+2qf1 which agrees with i on the boundary. 
LEMMA@). Lef i : BP x Sq -+ Bp+2q+’ and j : BP-’ ---f Bpbeembeddingswhichmapboun- 
dary to boundary and interior to interior and such that jB P- 1 divides BP into two combinatorial 
p-balls. Let k : jdP_ ’ x Bq+’ + 18’f2q+1 beanembeddingsuch thatklj&‘-’ x &fl=iljdP-l 
x Sq and k(@-’ x p+‘)” n i(&’ x Sq) = C#I. Then, provided that p >, 2 and q > p, 
there is an embedding I : jBJ’- ’ x BQ+’ + BP+‘q+’ such that ZJjBp-’ x Bq+’ = k,IljB*-’ 
x &I+’ = iljBP_’ x Sq and Z(jBP-’ x Bq”j’ lies in jp+lq+’ and does not intersect 
i(B* x Sq) (see Figure 2). 
Lemma (2) is necessary in the proof of Lemma (3). Applying Lemma (3) to the balls R 
and R- Y, with jBP_’ taken as the relevant part of M and k taken as the web in l?, 
completes the proof of Lemma (1). 
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DEFINITION [S]. Let M be a bounded manifold. A collar of M is an embedding of 
ni x I in M (piecewise linear), such that x x 0 --) x for ererypoint x of &I. 
Whitehead showed that any bounded manifold has a collar [5, Theorem 401. 
DEFINITION. M, is properly embedded in M, if Ml is embedded in M,, i\;il c &I, and 
& c &. 
DEFINJIION. A flag of manifolds is afinite sequence of manifolds each properly embedded 
in the next. 
COLLARING THEOREM (Zeeman, [7, addendum to Theorem 31). Let M,, M,, . . . M, 
be a flag of manifolds with each pair of neighbours of codimension 1 or 2 locally unknotted 
at the boundary. Then there are compatible collars cl, c2, ,.. , c, of M,, M,, . . . , M,. By 
compatible we mean that, for each i c j, the diagram: 
&f,xIcIc;rixI 
1 
=I 
I CJ 
Mi c Mj 
is commutative. 
Proof of Lemma (2) (see Figure 1). Choose compatible collars cI and c2 of BP-’ x 
&+l and Bp+2q+‘. Now map BP-r x Bqf’ x 1 into Bpfzqf’ by c,(i x 1) and extend 
to give a map f: BP-’ x B4+’ c Bp+2q+’ such that f = i on the boundary and S(f), 
the closure of the singularities offt lies in L%‘+“r+ l. 
Collar 
FIG. 1. p=2,q=o. 
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FIG. 2. p = 2,q = 0. 
By Irwin’s theorem [3, Theorem 1, using condition (vi)], f is homotopic modulo the 
boundary to an embedding. 
Note. By applying Irwin’s theorem to the part inside (B pf2q+1 - c~[B~+*~+’ x (0, +)I) 
the embedding may be chosen to be still ‘straight in’ at the boundary. 
Proof of Lemma (3) (see Figure 2). Since jBP_’ divides BP into two balls, j&‘-r x Bq+ 1 
is locally unknotted at the boundary in BP x Sq. So, by the collaring theorem, there are 
compatible collars cl, c2 and c3 ofjBP-’ x Bq”’ BP x Sq and Bp+2q+1. 5 
Now, by Lemma (2), there is an embedding m : jB”-’ x Bq+ ’ --f BP+*‘+ ’ which agrees 
with i on jBP-' x l$+l and with k on jBp-’ x Bq+ ‘. Furthermore, by the Note at the end 
of the proof of Lemma (2), using the collars cl and c3 just defined, we can arrange that the 
closure of the set of points of intersection of m(jBP-’ x BP+‘) with i(BI! x S4) lies in 
&‘+*q+ ‘. Now shift m to general position keeping the boundary fixed. Then mGBP-’ x 
Bq+‘) n i(BP x S4> is m(jBP-’ x Bq+‘) together with a set Q in the interior of BpC2qf1, 
and of dimension < p - 1. Q n i(jBp-’ x Bq+‘) is of dimension < (p - 2). 
ENGULFING LEMMA (Irwin, [4]). Let M be a t-manifold with boundary. Let T be a (t - l)- 
mantfold in h?. Let X be an admissably collapsible set in M with X n $I c T. Let K be a 
k-dimensional subset (a subcomplex with respect to some subdivision) with K n ni j-dimen- 
sional and in T. Then, provided that 
1. T is j-connected, 
2. M is l-connected, where 1 = max( j + I, k), and 
3. I< t-3, 
then there is an (I + I)-dimensional set L in M such that K c L, L n &l c T and X u L 
is admissably collapsible. When ni is empty this reduces to Zeeman’s engulfing Lemma 191. 
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Proof of Lemma (3) (continued). Now apply Irwin’s Lemma to jBP_’ x BP+’ and the 
two halves of BP x Sq separated by jBP-’ x @+I. Now in any manifold M, if A is an 
allowably collapsible set in the sense of Irwin, arid B is a collapsible set in ni such that 
A n &f c B, then A u B is allowably collapsible. So there are collapsible sets V, W, and 
W, in in(jBP-’ x Bq+‘), m(jBP-’ x Bq+‘) and i(BP x Sq) respectively, such that: 
1. V is of dimension (p - 1) and W, and Wz are of dimension p, 
2. V = W, n m(‘jBP- ’ x Bq+ ‘) = IV2 n m(jBP- ’ x dq+ ‘), 
3. W, and Wz both contain Q, and 
4. WI and Wz are both in &pf2q+1. 
There is a collapsible (p + I)-dimensional set D in Bp+*q+l containing W, and W2. 
Move D to general position keeping W, u W2 fixed. Then D n m(jBP-’ x BP+‘) is WI 
together with a finite number of points, and D n i(BP x S(I) is W, together with a finite 
number of points. Applying the engulfing theorem again, there are collapsible sets v’, 
W; and W; such that: 
1. I/c V’,Wlc W;andW,c W; 
2. V’ - V, Wi - W, and Wi - W2 are at most of dimension I, 
3. V’ = W; n m(jBP-’ x big”) = Wi n m(jBp-’ x Bq+l), and 
4. D n m(jBP-’ x Bqfl) c Cl’; and D n i(BP x Sq) c W;. 
Now there is a collapsible set D’ in &p+2q+1 containing W; u W; such that D c D’ and 
D’ - D is of dimension at most 2. Shift D’ to general position keeping D fixed. Then 
D’ n m(jBP- ’ x Bq+‘) = W; and D’ n i(BP x Sq) = W;. Let N be a second derived 
neighbourhood of D’. As in the proof of Lemma (l), with p = 1, one can find a suitable 
embedding in N of the cone on IV n [m(jBP-’ x Bq+‘) u i(BP x Sq)], and so eliminate 
the set Q, obtaining an embedding 1 : (jB”-’ x Bq+‘) -+ BP+*“+’ which satisfies the 
required conditions. 
DEFINITION. Let i be an embedding of X in Y, and let BPbe ap-ball in Sp. Then i(BP x Sq), 
together with the image of a web of BP, is a Cp + &sphere. Such a CJI + q)-sphere is called 
a special sphere of i. 
DEFINITION. If W is a special sphere of i, and if a is a point of Sp such that i(a x Sq) 
is not in W, then the i-linking of W is the homoiogical linking number of W with i(a x Sq) 
in Y. Homotopy considerations in (Y- W) show that this number is independent of the 
particular choice of the point a. In order to define the sign of the i-linking it is necessary 
to define orientations of S’J and X, and to assign to W the orientation consistent with that 
of i(BP x Sq). 
THEOREM (2). If V and Ware two special spheres of the same embedding i, then their 
i-linking numbers are equal if q is ecen, and dif/‘er by an ecen integer ifq is odd. 
DEFINITION. Let i be an embedding of X in Y and let W be a special sphere of i. The 
knotting number of i is defined as the i-linking of W if q is er;en, and the i-linking of Wreduced 
mod 2 ifq is odd. 
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COROLLARY to Theorem (2). The knotting number is an isotopy intiariant. 
Proof of the corollary. An isotopy of Y which carries the embedding i to the embedding 
j carries a special sphere of i to a special sphere of j. The corollary follows immediately. 
Proof of Theorem (2). p = 1. In the case p = 1 a slightly more general definition of the 
knotting number may be given, as follows. Let i be the embedding given of S’ x Sq in 
S2q+2. Let a, b and c be three points of S’, in the order induced by the orientation of S’ 
(the orientation is assumed to be given). Let A, B and C be the images in Y of webs of a, 
b and c respectively rel(i). Let AB denote the algebraic intersection of A and B in Y, and 
let A* = AB - CB + CA. Now let (a, b) be the interval in S’ going from a to b in the 
direction induced by the orientation of S’, and let (A : B) be A u i[(a, b) x Sq] u 13. 
(A : B) is a (q + I)-sphere immersed in S*q+* with a finite number of double points. If it 
is embedded, then it is a special sphere of i. In this case AB = 0, and so 
A* = CA-CR 
= linking number of (A : C) with C 
= i-linking of (A : B). 
If A and B intersect, (A : B) is no longer a (q + 1)-sphere in Y, but it may still be represented 
by a chain in Y, and so the linking of (A : B) with C is still well defined, and is clearly inde- 
pendent of the particular choice of c and C provided that c is not in (a, b). But the link- 
ing number of (A : B) with C is CA- CB, and so A* is independent of the choice of c and 
C. By considering (C : A) we see that A* is similarly independent of the particular choice 
of b and B. Now the skew commutativity of intersection numbers gives AB = (- l)iq+ 0’ 
BA = (- l)(q+‘)BA. SO B* = BC - AC + AB = (- l)qA* + (1 - (-l)q)AB. Thus if q 
is even, B* = A* and if q is odd B* - A* = 2AB - 2A*. Thus the knotting number of 
i is A* or A* reduced mod 2, and it is independent of the choice of A. 
p > 2. Proof by induction on p. Let i be an embedding of X in Y and let W be a special 
sphere of i, made up by a p-ball BP in Sp and a web j of BP. Let b be a point in BP, and let 
R be a second derived neighbourhood ofj(b x B ,+l) in Y. Then R is a (p + 2q + 1)-ball 
and, as before, the intersection of iX with l? may be regarded as X,_ l,q and its inclusion in ri 
is an embedding i, of X,_ l,q in Y,_ l,q. W n R is a special sphere of i,. Now the i-linking of 
W is the linking number of W with a sphere i(p x F) for some p in Sp and not in BP. Thus 
the i-linking of W is the linking number of W with any q-sphere homotopic to i(p x Sq) in 
j(X - BP x Sq). In particular this q-sphere may be chosen to lie in k n i(X - BP x Sq). 
Hence it follows that the i-linking of W is equal to the i,-linking of Wn R. Now, by the 
inductive hypothesis, any two special spheres of i, have their i,-linkings equal ifq is even 
and equal modulo 2 if q is odd. So if Wand W’ are two special spheres of i which both 
contain i(b x Bq+ ‘), then their i-linkings differ by zero if q is even, and by an even integer 
if q is odd. 
LEMMA 4. Let i : X -+ Y be an embedding, and let j be a web of the point pair (a, 6) in SP. 
Let M be the boundary of a p-ball in Sp, such that a, b E M. Then, procided that p 2 1 
and q >, max@, 2), there is a web k of M relfi) such that kl(a, b) x Bqil = j. 
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Proof of Theorem (2) continued, assuming Lemma (4). Let WI and W, be any two special 
spheres of the embedding i. Then it follows from Lemma (4) that there is a special sphere 
W of i which agrees with W, on the web of one point, and with W, on the web of another 
point. Strictly this requires that the webs of the two points are disjoint. This can be 
achieved by an arbitrarily small shift to general position which does not change the linking 
number. Now apply the above result to W and WI and then to Wand W,. This shows 
that the i-linkings of W, and W, are equal or equal mod 2 according to whether q is even 
or odd. 
Proof of Lemma (4) by induction on p. p = 1. This case is trivial. p > 2. Let P be a 
path in M joining a and b. Then j((a, b) x B*+‘) u i(P x S‘Z) is a (q + l)-sphere which 
is unknotted in Y since the codimension > 3. So there is a (q + 2)-ball C in Y such that 
c = j((a, b) x B4+‘) u i(P x Sq). Shift C to general position keeping the boundary fixed. 
Then C n ix’ is i(P x Sq) together with a set D of dimension < I. D n c is a finite 
number of points. We can eliminate the double points exactly as in Lemma (3), and so 
obtain a (q + 2)-ball CI with c, = c and k1 n iX = 4. 
Now take triangulations with respect o which all the inclusions are simplicial. Take 
the second derived triangulation. In this triangulation let II be the open simplicial neigh- 
bourhood of j[(a, b) x Bq+‘] in C1, and let Cz = C, - II. Let R be the closed simplicial 
neighbourhood of Cz in Y. Then R is a (p + 2 q + 1)-ball and l? contains j[(a, b) x Bq”], 
c21* 
As above, there is a homeomorphism h : X,_1,, -P i-l&. Now i-‘R is a regular 
enlargement of P x Sq in X, and i-‘l? n (P x Sq) = (a, b) x Sq [2]. SO h may be 
chosen so that (a, b) x S4 = h(a,, b,) x Sq for two points a,, bl in F-l, and also 
(M x Sq) n I ‘-l l? = h(M, x Sq) for some ball bounding (p - 2)-sphere Ml in SP-’ con- 
taining a 1 and b I. Let i, be the embedding ih : X,_,,, + A. 
Then the suitable restriction ofj is a web of (al, b,)rel(i,), and so may be extended, by 
the inductive hypothesis, to a web of Ml rel(i,). By Lemma (3), this may be extended into R 
and Y-R to give the required web of M rel(i). 
THEOREM (3). Let k be a given integer having any value zfq is ecen, and equal to 0 or 1 
if q is odd. Then, provided that p > 1 and q > max(2, p), there is an embedding of X,., in Y,,, 
having knotting number equal to k. 
Proof of Theorem (3) by induction on p. p = 1. Let R be a hemisphere of Yl,qr and let j, 
and j, be two disjoint embeddings of Sq in k which Iink k times. There is clearly a map 
f: I x S* --f R which maps 0 x S, and 1 x Sq to _ri by j, and j, respectively. By Irwin’s 
theorem [3] f is homotopic modulo the boundary to an embedding. If this embedding does 
not map the interior to the interior, replace it by the composite map: 
T E T v (? x I)=R u (I; x I) E R, 
where T stands for I x Sq. 
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FIG. 3.p = 4 = 1. 
Similarly there is an embedding of I x S4 is Y-R which maps 0 x S4 and 1 x Sq 
to R by j, and j, respectively and which maps the interior to the interior. These two 
together form an embedding of X1,, in Y,,,. Call this embedding i, (see Figure 3). 
Now choose (I and b in S’ such that i(a x S4 ) lies in fi and i(b x Sq) lies in Y-R. 
By the construction used in Lemma (1) applied in R and Y-R, there are webs of a and b 
rel(i) with images lying in d and Y-R respectively. Let these images in Y be the (q f l)- 
balls A and B. In the notation of Theorem (2), the i-linking of the special sphere (A : B) is 
the linking number of (A : B) with j2S4. Let C be a (4 + 1)-ball in k spanning j2S? The 
linking number of (A : B) with C is equal to the algebraic intersection of (A : B) with C, 
which is the algebraic intersection of C with jlSq, since C lies in I?. So the i-linking of 
(A : B) is equal to the homological linking number of jlSq with jzSq which is k. So the 
knotting number of the embedding i is k. 
p 2 2. If R is a (p + 2q + 1)-ball in H,,,, let i, be an embedding of X,-r,, in R, 
having knotting number k. Such an embedding exists from the inductive hypothesis. Then 
there is a map of BP x S4 in R which agrees with i, on the boundary. Using Irwin’s theorem 
there is an embedding of BP x Sq in R which agrees with i, on the boundary. As above this 
may be chosen so that it maps the interior to the interior. This, together with a similar 
embedding of BP x SQ in Y-R gives an embedding of X,,, in Y,,,. Call this embedding i. 
Lemma (3) shows that a special sphere of i, may be extended to a special sphere of i, and in 
the proof of Theorem (2) it was shown that in such a configuration the i-linking of the special 
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sphere of i is equal to the i-linking of the special sphere of ii. So the knotting number of 
i is equal to the knotting number of i, which is k. 
THEOREM (4). If p >, 1 and q B p + 1, then any tkro embeddings of Xd,g in Y,,, having 
the same knotting number are isotopic. We now require two Lemmas. 
LEMMA (5). Let i be an embedding of X,,q in Yr,4. for some q 2 2. Then there is a (q + I)- 
sphere C in Y, not meeting ix, such that, for each point a in S’, C links i(a x ST once. 
Furthermore, if b is a gicen point of S’, and j is a web of 6, there is a (q + I)-sphere C as 
aboce which intersects j(b x Sq) in one point only. 
LEMMA (6). Let i be an embedding of X,,, in Y,,, for some odd q 2 3. Let a be a point 
sf S’. Then there is a web sf a rel(i) with image A such that A* = 0 or 1. (A* is defined in 
the proof of Theorem (2)). 
Proof of Lemma (5). Let R be a second derived neighbourhood of j(b x Sqj in Y. 
Then R n iX is a pair of q-spheres S, and S, say. Choose a q-sphere P in l? linking both 
S, and SZ with linking number 1 in R. Let Q be a (q + I)-ball in R with Q in i and Q = P. 
Shift Q to general position, keeping the boundary fixed. Then A n iA/ is a finite number of 
points in A. The algebraic intersection of Q with iX in R is equal to the linking number 
of Q with iX n l? in k which is zero, provided that P was chosen to link S, and S, in 
opposite senses. Engulf the points of intersection in trees T, and T, in iXand Q respectively 
with T, and T, in A. The union of these two trees may be engulfed in a collapsible 
2_dimensional set in d which is in general position and so does not meet iX’or Q again. 
Let N be a second derived neighbourhood of this collapsible set. Then N is a (2 q + 2)-ball 
and N n Q and N n iX are (q + 1)-balls. The algebraic intersection of N n Q with 
,v n [X in N is zero, so Iii n Q and iir n iX do not link in N. 
SO there is a piecewise linear homeomorphism of N to Aq+ l x P+’ with maps 
Nn iX-+Aqf’ x x and I\jnQtoAq’i x y, for two distinct points x and y in jq+l. 
so there is a (q + I)-ball Q, in N with boundary Q n N and with Qr n iX = 4. So 
there is a (q + I)-ball Q2 with Q, = e and Q2 n iX = 4. 
Similarly there is a (4 + I)-ball Q3 in Y-R with boundary P and interior in Y_R 
not intersecting ix. These two (4 + I)-balls together form the required sphere Z. It links 
S, once and does not intersect ix, SO it must link i(a x S)(I once for any a in S’. 
Now shift C to general position. Let B be j(b x Bqf’). Then C n B is a finite number 
of points, with total algebraic intersection 1. Choose a set of these points having total 
algebraic intersection zero, and engulf them in trees T, and T, in C and B respectively. 
Engulf T, u T, in a collapsible 2-dimensional set in general position so that it doesn’t meet 
c or B again, nor does it meet ix. Repeat the argument above to get a (q f I)-sphere 
c, which meets B in one point only, and does not intersect ix. 
proof of Lemma (6). Let b be a point of S’ and let B be the image of a web ofb. Then, 
B* = 2n or 2n + 1, for some integer n. If A is the image of a web of a for some point a 
of ~1 then A* = B* + 2(AB-B*), as was seen in the proof of Theorem (2). So A* = 0 
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or 1 provided that AB = B* - n. A can be chosen so that AB = B*-n as follows. First 
let A be the image of some given web of a and let C be a (q t 1)-sphere intersecting A in 
one point only and not intersecting iX. Now let x be this point of intersection and let N 
be a second derived neighbourhood of the point. x Then there is an embedding g of I x Sq 
in N which maps 0 + Sq onto & n A and 1 + ~$4 onto ,V n C. Let A, be (A - N n A) 
” g(I x SP) (C - N n C). Then A,B = AB + 1 according to the choice of orientations 
for N n A and fi n C when ‘attaching’ the ‘tube’ g(1 x Sq). Repetition of this process 
finally gives the required web of a. 
Proof of Theorem (4) by intluction on p. p = 1. Let i, and i, be embeddings of XI,, in 
YI,q, for some q > 2, both having knotting number k. Let a be a point of S’. Let A, and 
A, be the images of webs of a rel(i,) and rel(i,) respectively, such that A: = k and Af = k. 
There is an isotopy h of Y such that h,(A, u i,X) and (A, u i,X) do not intersect. Choose 
triangulations with respect to which the embeddings h,i, and i, and the inclusion maps of 
h,A, and Al are all simplicial. Let R, and R, be the second derived neighbourhoods of 
h,A, and A, respectively in Y. So (h,i,) -‘R, and i, - 1 R, are the same. There is an isotopy 
I of Y such that I,h,Al = A, and Ilh,R, = R,. Let i, denote I,h,i,. Then i;‘l?z = i;‘l?’ 
= a pair of q-spheres S, and S, say. Reversing the argument of the proof of Theorem (3) 
shows that i2SI and i2S, link k times in kl. Similarly i,S, and i,S, link k times in l?(,. 
Now the isotopy classes of a pair of q-spheres in a (2q f 1)-sphere are completely deter- 
mined by the linking number [6]. So there is an isotopy of l?z which extends to an isotopy 
of Y such that m,R, = R, and m,i, = i,i;‘I?,. Let i, = mli,. Now i;‘R, is (q - l)- 
connected and q 2 2. So, by Zeeman’s unknotting theorem [6] i; ‘R, unknots module 
the boundary in R,. Similarly, i; ‘Y-R, unknots modulo /the boundary in Y-R2. 
Putting all these isotopies together gives an isotopy between i, and i2 in Y. 
p 2 2. Let i, and i, be embeddings of X,,, in Y,,, for some p > 2 and q 2 q + 1, 
both having the same knotting number k. Let a be a point of Sp, and let A, and A2 be the 
images of webs of a rel(i,) and rel(i,) respectively. Define h, R,, R,, 1, and i, as in the 
casep = 1. 
Theni;‘f?, = i;‘k2 = fX,_,,,forsomehomeomorphismJ Letj, = i,f: Xp_,,q-I?z 
and let j, = i,f: Xp_1,q --t i?,. As was observed about a similar configuration in the 
proof of Theorem (3), the knotting number of j2 is equal to that of i,. Similarly the 
knotting number of j3 is equal to the knotting number of i,, which is k since i, is 
isotopic to i,. So, by the induction hypothesis, j2 and j3 are isotopic in A(,. Now i;‘R, is 
homeomorphic to BP x Sq which is (q - 1)-connected, and q - 1 B p. So, by Zeeman’s 
unknotting theorem, i; lR, unknots module the boundary in R,. Similarly, i; 1 Y-R 
unknots module the boundary in Y-R. As in the case p = 1, the composition of these 
various isotopies shows that i, and i2 are isotopic embeddings. 
This completes the proof of Theorem (4), and Theorem (1) follows directly from 
Theorems (2,) (3) and (4). 
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Notes on the cases q = 1 or 0, and the case p = 0, q Z 2. If p = q = 0, X is four 
points and Y is a circle. The isotopy classes correspond to the cyclic orders of the points 
of Y, and are six in number. 
Ifp = q = 1, then Xis S’ x S’and Yis S”. There are an infinite number of isotopy 
classes of embeddings of the 2-sphere in Y [l] and so there are clearly an infinite number 
of isotopy classes of embeddings of X in Y. 
Ifp = 0, q > I, the problem reduces to that of Iinking q-spheres in a (2q f I)-sphere, 
and there are an infinite number of isotopy classes [6]. 
Thus X,,, knots in Y,,, for all p and q with p < q. 
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